BIBLE AND INTERPRETATION
In Stone and Story
Early Christianity in the Roman World
Bruce W. Longenecker
This beautifully designed, full-color textbook provides an engaging and
informed introduction to the Roman background of the New Testament
by immersing students in the life and culture of the thriving first-century
city of Pompeii, which found itself right in the path of the spread of the
early Christian movement. Bruce Longenecker, a leading scholar of the
ancient world of the New Testament and author of the popular The Lost
Letters of Pergamum, discusses first-century artifacts in relation to the life
stories of people from the Roman world. In Stone and Story includes discussion questions for each chapter, maps, and 175 color photographs.

ENDORSEMENT
“Longenecker has made an outstanding contribution to understanding the development of early Christianity in the Roman world.
His thematic approach offers innovative opportunities for teaching and
learning. I know of no other book like it, and I am eager to discuss its
rich contents with students.”—Margaret Y. MacDonald, Saint Mary’s
University

course help for professors and study aids for students

I

Bruce W. Longenecker (PhD, University of Durham) is professor of religion and
W. W. Melton Chair of Religion at Baylor University. He previously taught at the
University of St. Andrews, the University of Cambridge, and Durham University.
He is the author or coauthor of numerous books, including The Lost Letters of
Pergamum; Thinking through Paul: A Survey of His Life, Letters, and Theology;
The Cross before Constantine; Remember the Poor: Paul, Poverty, and the GrecoRoman World; and Philippians and Philemon in the Paideia commentary series.

February 2020
320 pp. · paper · $32.99
978-1-5409-6067-2
New Testament
Backgrounds/Historical
Studies/Archaeology

a ebook available

ALSO BY THE AUTHOR
THE LOST LETTERS
OF PERGAMUM
A Story from the New
Testament World, 2nd ed.
Bruce W. Longenecker
208 pp. · paper · $19.99
978-0-8010-9796-6
ebook available
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BIBLE AND INTERPRETATION
The State of New Testament Studies
A Survey of Recent Research
Scot McKnight and Nijay K. Gupta, editors
This book surveys the current landscape of New Testament studies,
offering students a concise guide to contemporary discussions. Bringing
together a diverse group of experts, it covers research on the most important issues in New Testament studies, including new discipline areas,
making it an ideal supplemental textbook for a variety of courses on the
New Testament.

CONTRIBUTORS
Matthew W. Bates

Joshua W. Jipp

Michael F. Bird

Abson Joseph

David B. Capes

Mariam Kamell Kovalishyn

Greg Carey

Scot McKnight

Jin Young Choi

Patrick Mitchel

Lynn H. Cohick

David M. Moffitt

Toan Do

Alicia D. Myers

Dennis R. Edwards

Wes Olmstead

Rebekah Eklund

Rodney Reeves

Michael J. Gorman

Drew J. Strait

Nijay K. Gupta

Michael C. Thompson

Dana M. Harris

ENDORSEMENTS
“As the fleet of specialized disciplines within New Testament
studies sails forward into waters unknown, we need to know where
we’ve come from, where we’re heading, and what kind of boat we’re
in. Thankfully, McKnight and Gupta have marshaled an impressive and
diverse array of scholars who can give us an updated report from the
crow’s nest.”—Nicholas Perrin, Trinity International University
“Rich in resources and thorough in content, The State of New
Testament Studies offers a vital resource for the new millennium. From
sage established scholars and rising stars of the next generation, readers
learn the recent history of the field. These new vistas in methodology
create fresh insights into and applications of the text. I will certainly
put this into the hands of my students and keep it easily accessible for
myself.”—Amy Peeler, Wheaton College
“What a remarkable achievement and welcome contribution!
When I was finishing my PhD and applying for jobs, I devoured Osborne and McKnight’s The Face of New Testament Studies to make sure
I would have a general, up-to-date understanding of the parts of the
New Testament that my own narrow research had inevitably missed.
With that book as the original inspiration, McKnight and Gupta have
gathered a thoughtful range of scholars to provide a needed, current
‘state of the art’ discussion of the New Testament. This will be a valuable
resource for years to come.”—Jonathan T. Pennington, Southern Baptist Theological Seminary

Scot McKnight (PhD, University of Nottingham) is
Julius R. Mantey Professor of New Testament at
Northern Seminary. He is a world-renowned scholar,
writer, and speaker whose blog, Jesus Creed, is
one of the most popular and influential evangelical
blogs. McKnight is the author, coauthor, or editor of
more than seventy-five books, including It Takes a
Church to Baptize, Adam and the Genome, Kingdom
Conspiracy, and The King Jesus Gospel. He is also
a canon theologian for the Diocese of Churches for
the Sake of Others.
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512 pp. · paper · $42.99
978-0-8010-9879-6
New Testament

a ebook available

Nijay K. Gupta (PhD, Durham University) is
associate professor of New Testament at Portland
Seminary. He founded the popular blog Crux Sola
and is the author of numerous books, including
Worship That Makes Sense to Paul, A Beginner’s
Guide to New Testament Studies (forthcoming), and
commentaries on Galatians, Philippians, Colossians,
and 1 and 2 Thessalonians.

ALSO OF INTEREST
THE WORLD
OF THE NEW
TESTAMENT

HOW NEW
IS THE NEW
TESTAMENT?

Cultural, Social, and
Historical Contexts
Joel B. Green
and Lee Martin
McDonald, eds.

First-Century Judaism
and the Emergence
of Christianity
Donald A. Hagner

640 pp. · paper · $44.99

978-1-5409-6041-2

978-0-8010-9861-1

ebook available

224 pp. · paper · $22.99

ebook available
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BIBLE AND INTERPRETATION
Defending Shame
Its Formative Power in Paul’s Letters
Te-Li Lau
Foreword by Luke Timothy Johnson
Our culture often views shame and shaming in a negative light. However,
Paul’s use of shame, when properly understood and applied, has much
to teach the contemporary church.
Filling a lacuna in Pauline scholarship, Defending Shame shows how
Paul uses shame to admonish and to transform the minds of his readers
into the mind of Christ. The author examines Paul’s use of shame for
moral formation within his Jewish and Greco-Roman context, compares
and contrasts Paul’s use of shame with other cultural voices, and offers
a corrective understanding for today’s church. The book explores how
Paul’s moral psychology of shame can guide believers to live lives that
honor not only God but also their calling as children of God.

FROM THE FOREWORD
“Readers will find here that a thoroughly contemporary and contentious
issue is thrown into new light by the careful consideration of ancient
wisdom, and in that light will find themselves appreciating a dimension
of life that up to now they have little appreciated, or even deprecated.
The question pursued through all these ancient sources is the meaning
and the function of shame.
Te-Li Lau (PhD, Emory University) is associate
professor of New Testament at Trinity Evangelical
Divinity School, where he has taught for over ten
years. He is also the author of The Politics of Peace:
Ephesians, Dio Chrysostom, and the Confucian Four
Books.
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288 pp. · paper · $27.99
978-1-5409-6014-6
Pauline Studies, Ethics

a ebook available

As Professor Lau notes, the contemporary world is one that is particularly in need of help when it comes to the topic of shame. His description of our present discourse as ‘fractured’ is apt. In a time and place
dominated by mass and social media, we show ourselves to be at once
most sensitive to being shamed and most willing to shame others. But
what is most obviously lacking in our confused feelings and actions is
an understanding of shame as a positive factor in building character, a
positive element in pedagogy rather than a negative weapon for mutual
destruction. And it is precisely this dimension that Professor Lau excavates and elevates from his knowledge of Greco-Roman, biblical, and
Chinese discourse.”—Luke Timothy Johnson

ALSO OF INTEREST
MORAL
FORMATION
ACCORDING
TO PAUL
The Context and
Coherence of Pauline
Ethics
James W. Thompson
272 pp. · paper · $29.00

THE MIND
OF THE SPIRIT
Paul’s Approach to
Transformed Thinking
Craig S. Keener
448 pp. · paper · $29.99
978-1-5409-6113-6
ebook available

978-0-8010-3902-7
ebook available
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BIBLE AND INTERPRETATION
Living in Union with Christ
Paul’s Gospel and Christian Moral Identity
Grant Macaskill
Leading New Testament theologian Grant Macaskill introduces Paul’s
understanding of the Christian life, which is grounded in the apostle’s
theology of union with Christ. The author shows that the exegetical
foundations for a Christian moral theology emerge from the idea of
union with Christ. Macaskill covers various aspects of Christian moral
theology, exploring key implications for the Christian life of the New
Testament idea of participatory union as they unfold in Paul’s Letters.

EXCERPT
This book is an exercise in the practical theological interpretation of
Paul’s Epistles. It involves careful exegesis of a number of passages in
critical dialogue with the work of other biblical scholars, but its purpose
is not simply to gain a better understanding of Paul’s thought in its
historical context, which is how biblical scholars often conceive of their
task. Rather, it is ultimately oriented toward asking a practical theological question: As Christians who are committed to seeing Scripture as
normative for our thought and practice, how then must we think and
act today?

ENDORSEMENTS
“This is a stimulating exploration of the significance of Paul’s
theology of union with Christ for Christian formation and faithful
discipleship. Drawing deeply on his own Reformed tradition, Macaskill
proves himself to be both an ardent churchman and a master of practical theological interpretation of Paul’s Letters.”—Joel B. Green, Fuller
Theological Seminary
“Here is true practical theological interpretation, sourced by careful
exegesis, nourished by prayerful theological wisdom, and issuing in a
truly fresh and invigorating account of life in union with Christ. This
book is a wellspring of pastoral insight for all who are thirsty for Paul’s
gospel. Drink deeply from this well!”—Susan Eastman, Duke Divinity
School

Grant Macaskill (PhD, University of St. Andrews)
is Kirby Laing Chair of New Testament Exegesis at
the University of Aberdeen. He previously served as
senior lecturer in New Testament at the University
of St. Andrews. Macaskill is the author of several
books, including Union with Christ in the New
Testament and The New Testament and Intellectual
Humility.
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176 pp. · cloth · $24.99
978-1-5409-6124-2
Pauline Studies,
Theology

a ebook available

“Participation in Christ is at the heart of Paul’s theology, but it is
difficult to understand and easy to neglect in practice. Macaskill challenges us to take it fully seriously in our Christian lives as well as in our
theology, making his case with exegetical care and spiritual wisdom.”
—Richard Bauckham, University of St. Andrews (emeritus)
“Macaskill gives a lucid and insightful account of key texts in the
apostle Paul’s dynamic theology of union with Christ by the Spirit. Macaskill combines the sharp expertise of a New Testament scholar with
a warm pastoral heart in this incisive work, setting forth a theological
and practical portrait of Paul’s vision of the Christian life and correcting
common misconstruals that dampen the extraordinary power of Paul’s
teaching. I warmly commend Living in Union with Christ to pastors,
students, and others who seek to recover Paul’s life-changing message
of union with Christ in the church today.”—J. Todd Billings, Western
Theological Seminary

ALSO OF INTEREST
THE SERMON
ON THE
MOUNT AND
HUMAN
FLOURISHING
A Theological
Commentary
Jonathan T.
Pennington
352 pp. · paper · $29.99

UNION WITH
CHRIST
Reframing Theology
and Ministry for the
Church
J. Todd Billings
192 pp. · paper · $22.00
978-0-8010-3934-8
ebook available

978-1-5409-6064-1
ebook available
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BIBLE AND INTERPRETATION
God’s Relational Presence
The Cohesive Center of Biblical Theology
J. Scott Duvall and J. Daniel Hays
This fresh approach to the question of the unity of the whole Bible
shows that God’s desire to be with his people is a thread running from
Genesis to Revelation. Leading biblical scholars J. Scott Duvall and
J. Daniel Hays make the case that God’s relational presence is central
to the Bible’s grand narrative. It is the cohesive center that drives the
biblical story and ties together other important biblical themes, such as
covenant, kingdom, glory, and salvation history.

ENDORSEMENTS
“Think of being able to walk through the web of themes that make
up the whole Bible and have them make sense as a coherent whole.
God’s Relational Presence is a great step in that direction. It introduces
you to all the sections of Scripture and to the synthetic discussions of
what links them all together. I enthusiastically recommend this book.”
—Darrell L. Bock, Dallas Theological Seminary

J. Scott Duvall (PhD, Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary) is professor of New Testament
and J. C. and Mae Fuller Chair of Biblical Studies
at Ouachita Baptist University. He is the author or
coauthor of many articles and books.
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November 2019

J. Daniel Hays (PhD, Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary) is dean of the School of Christian
Studies and professor of biblical studies at Ouachita
Baptist University. He is the author or coauthor of
numerous articles and books. A former missionary
to Ethiopia, Hays has also done mission work in
Niger, Jordan, Myanmar, and Indonesia.

416 pp. · paper · $34.99
978-0-8010-4959-0
Biblical Theology

a ebook available

“Scott Duvall and Daniel Hays are two of my favorite biblical
scholars. I am constantly blessed by their works, and now I can add
God’s Relational Presence to that number. This is a compressive biblical
theology that covers the entire canon of Scripture. They make a compelling argument that the relational presence of God is the ‘cohesive center’
that ties all the major biblical-theological themes together in the great
redemptive story. This resource will well serve faithful teachers of the
Word of God. It is a volume I will seek out again and again.”—Daniel L.
Akin, Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary
“From creation to new creation, God’s relational presence stands as
a cohesive center for the whole Bible. With care and clarity, Duvall and
Hays trace this through the canon, demonstrating both its prevalence
and its relevance for understanding how the Bible fits together. This
will be essential reading for all courses on biblical theology.”—David G.
Firth, Trinity College Bristol and University of the Free State
“Duvall and Hays make a clear and convincing case that the relational presence of God is indeed the central theme of biblical theology.
The book is full of those ‘Well of course!’ and ‘Why didn’t I think of
that?’ moments. With such a simple yet profound thesis, so well written
and comprehensively executed, this volume is destined to become a
classic.”—Mark L. Strauss, Bethel Seminary

ALSO OF INTEREST
THE MARKS
OF SCRIPTURE
Rethinking the
Nature of the Bible
Daniel Castelo and
Robert W. Wall
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LIVING IN
THE KINGDOM
OF GOD
A Biblical Theology for
the Life of the Church
Sigurd Grindheim

192 pp. · paper · $21.99

192 pp. · paper · $24.99

978-0-8010-4955-2

978-1-5409-6032-0

ebook available

ebook available
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BIBLE AND INTERPRETATION
Handbook on Acts and Paul’s Letters
Thomas R. Schreiner
HANDBOOKS ON THE NEW TESTAMENT
Benjamin L. Gladd, series editor

Leading biblical scholar Thomas Schreiner provides an easy-to-navigate
resource for studying and understanding the Acts of the Apostles and
the Pauline Letters. This accessibly written volume summarizes the
content of each major section of the biblical text to help readers quickly
grasp the sense of particular passages.
This is the first volume in the Handbooks on the New Testament series,
which is modeled after Baker Academic’s popular Old Testament handbook series. Series volumes are neither introductions nor commentaries,
as they focus primarily on the content of the books studied without
getting bogged down in historical-critical questions or detailed verseby-verse exegesis. The series will contain three volumes that span the
entirety of the New Testament, with future volumes covering the Gospels
and Hebrews through Revelation. Written with classroom utility and
pastoral application in mind, these books will appeal to students, pastors,
and laypeople alike.

ENDORSEMENTS
“This new textbook is highly informative, consistently comprehensive, and eminently accessible. With his customary acumen as a scholar
and his pastoral sensitivity as a teacher, Schreiner introduces his readers
into the complex realities of the first-century world, the missionary
work of the earliest missionaries, and the theological emphases of Luke
and Paul, two of the most prolific theologians of the early church, without losing sight of the foundational convictions that the early followers
of Jesus lived and died for.”—Eckhard J. Schnabel, Gordon-Conwell
Theological Seminary
“Readers and students of the Bible often do not know where to
go for an in-depth but not overly technical introduction to the biblical
books. This is where the reader should turn! Schreiner, a well-respected
authority in New Testament studies, guides his readers sure-footedly
through the background, context, and interpretive issues in Acts and
Paul—the first stop on the way to a sound understanding of the Scriptures’ teachings and message.”—A. Andrew Das, Elmhurst College

Thomas R. Schreiner (PhD, Fuller Theological
Seminary) is James Buchanan Harrison Professor
of New Testament Interpretation and professor of
biblical theology at Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary in Louisville, Kentucky. He has taught at
SBTS for more than twenty years. Schreiner is the
author or editor of numerous books, including
Romans in the BECNT series, The King in His
Beauty, New Testament Theology, Magnifying God
in Christ, Interpreting the Pauline Epistles, and Paul,
Apostle of God’s Glory in Christ.

“Schreiner has been a leading NT scholar for decades. This accessible,
clear, and user-friendly resource brings together years of Schreiner’s
careful scholarship, pastoral reflection, and churchmanship into one
concise volume. Professors looking for an introductory handbook on
Acts and Paul’s Letters for either the undergraduate or seminary level
should look no further than the latest gift to come from Schreiner’s
pen.”—Jarvis J. Williams, Southern Baptist Theological Seminary
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a ebook available
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BIBLE AND INTERPRETATION
The Bible in a Disenchanted Age
The Enduring Possibility of Christian Faith
R. W. L. Moberly

NOW IN
PAPER

THEOLOGICAL EXPLORATIONS FOR THE CHURCH CATHOLIC

“This delightful little book addresses a very large question: How
does reading the Bible differ from reading works that are comparable
to it in important ways? Scrupulously fair and, in fact, generous to
non-Christians (including contemporary skeptics), its author draws
on his profound engagement with Christian sources and his immense
humanistic learning to probe the challenges and subtleties—and also
the rewards—of holding a commitment to a scriptural religion in our
time. I highly recommend this thoughtful, sensitive, and stimulating
volume.”—Jon D. Levenson, Harvard University
“In this gem of a book, Moberly addresses the difficult question
of what it might mean to trust the Bible in an era marked by distrust,
particularly when any sort of religious claim is at stake. With his characteristic clarity, candor, breadth of learning, and intellectual generosity,
Moberly proves a sure-footed guide through the thicket of challenges
to trusting both the Bible and the God to whom it bears witness.”
—Marianne Meye Thompson, Fuller Theological Seminary
“This book is vintage Moberly: a sensitive reading of a variety of
biblical texts that provides the modern reader—whatever his or her theological inclinations—with a compelling argument for taking the message
of the Bible seriously.”—Gary Anderson, University of Notre Dame
R. W. L. Moberly (PhD, University of Cambridge) is
professor of theology and biblical interpretation at
Durham University, where he has taught for more
than thirty years. He is the author of eight books,
including Old Testament Theology, The Theology of
the Book of Genesis, and Prophecy and Discernment.
He is also an ordained priest in the Church of England.
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January 2020
240 pp. · paper · $22.00
(maximum discount 40%)

“Moberly has the rare combination of an eye for exegetical detail
and a mind to ask (and answer!) the largest and most searching questions about Scripture. Comparing Virgil’s Aeneid and the book of Daniel,
Moberly works outward toward a remarkably holistic vision of how the
Bible can be a vehicle of faith in God in our disenchanted world. This
book made me want to be a better Christian.”—Brent A. Strawn,
Duke Divinity School
“In conversation with Augustine, Lesslie Newbigin, Charles Taylor,
and many others, Moberly engages in a fresh sort of apologetic—one
that is less apologetic than straightforward as it weighs how ancient
texts are read and how modern readers can investigate the Bible and
find something worthwhile.”—Christian Century

978-0-8010-9976-2
Apologetics,
Biblical Studies,
Christianity and Culture

a ebook available

“A welcome read for all kinds of readers who are curious about
how to advocate for the centrality and distinctiveness of the Christian
Bible in an age disenchanted with the possibility of human receptivity
to divine revelation in word or world.”—Rachel Toombs, Anglican
Theological Review

ALSO OF INTEREST
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OLD
TESTAMENT
THEOLOGY

THE OLD
TESTAMENT
IS DYING

Reading the Hebrew
Bible as Christian
Scripture
R. W. L. Moberly

A Diagnosis
and Recommended
Treatment
Brent A. Strawn

348 pp. · paper · $30.00

336 pp. · paper · $29.99

978-0-8010-9772-0

978-0-8010-4888-3

ebook available

ebook available

“Moberly not only provides a diagnosis of modern skeptics’ disenchantment with the Bible but also offers a much-needed remedy in the
form of theologically justified readings of biblical texts. Highly recommended.”—Bo H. Lim, Seattle Pacific University
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BIBLE AND INTERPRETATION
A Boundless God
The Spirit according to the Old Testament
Jack Levison
The word rûaḥ (commonly translated as breath, wind, spirit, or Spirit)
occurs in the Old Testament 389 times—more frequently than torah,
shalom, or Sabbath. In this volume, a popular Old Testament scholar
cracks open the challenging and provocative world of the Spirit in the
Old Testament, offering readers cogent yet comprehensive insights.
Grounded in scholarship yet accessible and inviting, A Boundless God
unlocks the world of the Spirit, plunging readers into an imaginative
realm of fresh senses, sounds, and skills. The book gives readers the
opportunity to recapture Israel’s tenacious sense of the Spirit’s energy as
it was expressed by a series of vibrant verbs: blowing, breathing, coming,
resting, passing, pouring, filling, cleansing, standing, and guiding. Readers
will encounter in these pages all of the Old Testament expressions of the
Spirit—passages that will challenge the conventional, confront the commonplace, and transport them to a world of wisdom, work, and wonder.

EXCERPT
In an ironic and unfortunate state of affairs, there is actually a disconcerting disparity between the prominence of the word rûaḥ in the Old
Testament and the near absence of the Old Testament in studies of the
Spirit. The effect is a truncated study of the Spirit. . . . To understand
the Spirit through the Jewish Scriptures is to garner altogether new insight that is otherwise inaccessible to us. The results are enlivening. . . .
The results may even be alarming for their unfamiliarity and freshness.
But one thing is sure: by the time we arrive at the last page of this book,
our grasp of the Spirit—whether invigorating or disquieting or both—
will certainly be biblical.

CONTENTS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Introduction
Spirit Blowing and Breathing
Spirit Coming Upon
Spirit Resting Upon
Spirit Passed On
Spirit Poured Out
Spirit Filling
Spirit Cleansing
Spirit Standing and Guiding
Conclusion
Indexes

Jack Levison (PhD, Duke University) is W. J. A.
Power Professor of Old Testament Interpretation
and Biblical Hebrew at Perkins School of Theology,
Southern Methodist University. He previously taught
at Duke Divinity School and Seattle Pacific University.
Levison is the author or editor of numerous books,
including Filled with the Spirit, Fresh Air: The Holy
Spirit for an Inspired Life, 40 Days with the Holy Spirit,
and Inspired: The Holy Spirit and the Mind of Faith.
He has also been a featured blogger for HuffPost.
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Old Testament,
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a ebook available
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THE FEAR
OF THE LORD
IS WISDOM
A Theological
Introduction to
Wisdom in Israel
Tremper Longman III
336 pp. · cloth · $32.99
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ebook available
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TESTAMENT
Cultural, Social, and
Historical Contexts
Jonathan S. Greer,
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BIBLE AND INTERPRETATION
Intermediate Greek Grammar
Syntax for Students of the New Testament
David L. Mathewson and Elodie Ballantine Emig

NOW IN
PAPER

“This intermediate-level introduction to New Testament syntax is up
to date on the most recent research and developments in the study of Greek
and presents cutting-edge information with a rare combination of clarity and
insight, reinforced by a number of clear examples from the New Testament.
Mathewson and Emig are wise, experienced, and gifted teachers and have given
students exactly what they need to build on a study of basic Greek. This book
should be on the shelf of every student who is eager to grow in understanding
the New Testament in Greek.”—Roy E. Ciampa, Nida Institute for Biblical
Scholarship
“This book provides students with the solid food necessary to read Greek
at a more mature level. I will use this book.”—George L. Parsenios, Princeton
Theological Seminary
“A clear, informed, and student-oriented tool for teaching and learning
Greek at the next level.”—Constantine R. Campbell, Trinity Evangelical
Divinity School
course help for professors and study aids for students
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October 2019
336 pp. · paper · $32.00
(maximum discount 40%)

David L. Mathewson (PhD, University of Aberdeen) is associate professor of New
Testament at Denver Seminary.
Elodie Ballantine Emig (MA, Denver Seminary) is instructor of New Testament Greek at
Denver Seminary.

978-1-5409-6230-0
Greek

a ebook available

The Canon Debate
Lee Martin McDonald and James A. Sanders, editors

NOW IN
PAPER

“This collection of essays is without doubt the most comprehensive treatment ever published of canon formation in Judaism and Christianity. The most
strikingly innovative aspect of the volume is the inclusion of both Testaments.
Each is illuminated by juxtaposition with the other. The subject is approached
not only through study of the material that was included but also through that
which was excluded—the Jewish and Christian Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha.
This exemplary historical overview should be a prerequisite for all future discussion of the canon in biblical theology.”—John J. Collins, Yale University
“This volume comprises chapters written by more than thirty scholars
who discuss a wide variety of historical and methodological topics bearing
on the development of the canon of both Testaments. Encyclopedic in scope,
the book will long remain indispensable in assessing the evidence as well as
many hypotheses past and present on the origin and formation of the Bible.”
—†Bruce M. Metzger, Princeton Theological Seminary (emeritus)
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Now Available
672 pp. · paper · $55.00

Lee Martin McDonald (PhD, University of Edinburgh), before his retirement, was professor
of New Testament studies and president of Acadia Divinity College.
James A. Sanders is professor emeritus at Claremont School of Theology.

(maximum discount 40%)
978-1-5409-6229-4
New Testament Backgrounds,
Old Testament Backgrounds,
Church History

a ebook available
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BIBLE AND INTERPRETATION
The Hope of Israel
The Resurrection of Christ in the Acts of the Apostles
Brandon D. Crowe
The Hope of Israel highlights the sustained focus in Acts on the resurrection of Christ, bringing clarity to the theology of Acts and its purpose.
Brandon Crowe explores the historical, theological, and canonical implications of Jesus’s resurrection in early Christianity and helps readers
more clearly understand the purpose of Acts in the context of the New
Testament canon. He also shows how the resurrection is the fulfillment
of the Old Testament Scriptures.
The first half of the book demonstrates the centrality of the resurrection
in Acts. The second half teases out its implications in more detail, including how the resurrection is the turning point of redemptive history,
how it relates to early Christian readings of the Old Testament, and how
the resurrection emphasis of Acts coheres in the New Testament canon.
This first major book-length study on the theological significance of
Jesus’s resurrection in Acts will appeal to professors, students, and
scholars of the New Testament.

CONTENTS
PART 1: THE RESURRECTION IN ACTS
1.
2.
3.
4.

The State of the Question: The Resurrection in Acts
“Both Lord and Christ”: Peter and the Resurrection
“The Hope of Israel”: Paul and the Resurrection
“I Will Rebuild the Tent of David”: Other Resurrection Voices in Acts

PART 2: THE THEOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE RESURRECTION
IN ACTS
5.
6.
7.
8.

The Resurrection and the Accomplishment of Salvation (Historia Salutis)
The Resurrection and the Experience of Salvation (Ordo Salutis)
The Resurrection as Apologia Pro Scriptura
The Resurrection and Acts in Early Christianity

Brandon D. Crowe (PhD, University of Edinburgh) is
associate professor of New Testament at Westminster
Theological Seminary, where he also serves as
New Testament department coordinator. He is the
author or editor of several books, including The Last
Adam: A Theology of the Obedient Life of Jesus in
the Gospels and The Essential Trinity: New Testament
Foundations and Practical Relevance, and is the book
review editor for Westminster Theological Journal.
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First and Second Timothy and Titus
Christopher R. Hutson
PAIDEIA: COMMENTARIES ON THE NEW TESTAMENT
Mikeal C. Parsons, Charles H. Talbert, and Bruce W. Longenecker, series editors

Drawing from many parts of the broad Christian tradition, this commentary on First and Second Timothy and Titus helps readers gain a stronger
understanding of early Christian ministry in the first two centuries.
Paideia commentaries show how the New Testament texts use ancient
narrative and rhetorical strategies to form and shape the reader and provide a fresh reading of the biblical texts in light of ancient culture and
modern issues. Students, pastors, and other readers will appreciate the
historical, literary, and theological insight offered in this commentary.

ENDORSEMENTS
“This commentary is sound, reasoned, and so clearly written that
it is a pleasure to read. The author is conversant with relevant literature from Aristotle to the Talmud to Erasmus, and he introduces it
in illuminating ways. His conviction that the Pastorals are meant for
the formation of ministers allows him to approach disputed questions
with an open mind as he guides readers toward responsible interpretation.”—Carolyn Osiek, Brite Divinity School (emerita)
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320 pp. · paper · $30.00
(maximum discount 40%)

Christopher R. Hutson (PhD, Yale University) is
professor of Bible, missions, and ministry and is
associate dean for academic programs and services
in the College of Biblical Studies at Abilene Christian
University. He previously taught at Hood Theological
Seminary and St. Xavier University. He is also the
author of 1 Corinthians: A Community Not of This Age.

978-0-8010-3193-9
Commentaries,

“As a trustworthy trail guide, Hutson leads readers through the
overgrowth of scholarship that blankets the forest of the Pastoral
Epistles and through its fragrant promise for youthful ministers, while
cautioning against the poison oak along the path. Hutson deftly guides
readers beyond the slippery ravines of authorship and the nature of the
opponents, directing our attention instead to the vista of the Pastorals’
broader aim of negotiating a threatening imperial situation. In conversation with ancient philosophical, political, and religious analogues,
Hutson deftly exposits the Pastorals’ message and rhetoric as well as the
texts’ reception history among late antique monastics, medieval mystics,
reformers, and feminist scholars. This commentary is to be celebrated as
a distinctly beneficial resource for aspiring ministers and for students of
the Pastorals.”—T. Christopher Hoklotubbe, Cornell College
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a ebook available
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Revelation
Sigve K. Tonstad
PAIDEIA: COMMENTARIES ON THE NEW TESTAMENT
Mikeal C. Parsons, Charles H. Talbert, and Bruce W. Longenecker, series editors

This practical commentary on Revelation is conversant with contemporary scholarship, draws on ancient backgrounds, and attends to the
theological nature of the text. Sigve Tonstad, an expert in the early
Jewish context of the New Testament, offers a nonretributive reading of
Revelation and addresses the issue of divine violence.

ENDORSEMENT
“Well-written, accessible, and wise, Tonstad’s commentary navigates a myriad of issues that either put off or entice readers to the
enigma that is Revelation. Situating Revelation among its Reformation
skeptics, its modern naysayers, and its more sensationalist interpreters,
Tonstad reads the apocalypse in terms of the cosmic conflict in which
God’s decisive response to the evil of the great Deceiver is to offer
revelation and witness as the antidote. Full of macro- and micro-level
insights along with clear and helpful theological analysis, this volume
is a welcome addition to the Paideia series.”—Darian Lockett, Talbot
School of Theology, Biola University

ABOUT THE SERIES
Paideia commentaries explore how New Testament texts form Christian
readers by
• attending to the ancient narrative and rhetorical strategies the
text employs
• showing how the text shapes theological convictions and moral habits
• commenting on the final, canonical form of each New Testament book
• focusing on the cultural, literary, and theological settings of the text
• making judicious use of maps, photos, and sidebars in a readerfriendly format

Sigve K. Tonstad (PhD, University of St. Andrews)
is professor of religion and assistant professor of
medicine at Loma Linda University. He previously
pastored a church in Norway and is the author of
several books, including The Scandals of the Bible,
Saving God’s Reputation: The Theological Function
of Pistis Iesou in the Cosmic Narratives of Revelation, The Lost Meaning of the Seventh Day, and
Letter to the Romans: Paul among the Ecologists.
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BIBLE AND INTERPRETATION
First and Second Thessalonians
Nathan Eubank
CATHOLIC COMMENTARY ON SACRED SCRIPTURE
Peter S. Williamson and Mary Healy, series editors

“Eubank probes the background and content of Paul’s Thessalonian correspondence with great clarity and with full awareness of current scholarship
on the historical, literary, and theological dimensions of the text, while at the
same time opening the meaning of these Pauline letters for the community of
faith. An excellent work.”—Donald Senior, CP, Catholic Theological Union,
Chicago
“Eubank shows how Paul sets forth a vision of Christians as the family of
God, called to grow in love and holiness, in need of instruction about the hope
of resurrection and the day of the Lord, and facing persecution and suffering.
Not only that, Eubank cites Augustine, Bernard, Catherine of Siena, C. S. Lewis, Cardinal Journet, and others to show how the teachings of Paul echo richly
through the ages, and he demonstrates how historical-critical and theological
erudition unite to open our eyes to the word of God. These letters are written
for us today!”—Matthew Levering, Mundelein Seminary
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Nathan Eubank (PhD, Duke University) is associate professor of New Testament at the
University of Notre Dame. He previously taught at the University of Oxford and is the author
of Wages of Cross-Bearing and Debt of Sin: The Economy of Heaven in Matthew’s Gospel.

Commentaries, Pauline Studies
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Galatians
Cardinal Albert Vanhoye and Peter S. Williamson
CATHOLIC COMMENTARY ON SACRED SCRIPTURE
Peter S. Williamson and Mary Healy, series editors

“Readers of this collaboration between Cardinal Vanhoye and Dr. Williamson
will be given not only a clearer understanding of the text but also a greater confidence to proclaim the truth of the one gospel of Jesus Christ in our present day.”
—Most Reverend Michael Byrnes, Coadjutor Archbishop of Agaña, Guam
“Peter Williamson has rendered a great service to interpreters of Galatians
with this translation and adaptation of Cardinal Vanhoye’s commentary on
the letter, notable for its clarity of exposition, ability to go to the heart of the
matter, and unrivaled capacity to bring to the interpretation of Paul the wealth
of the Catholic tradition. Particularly helpful, from both a pedagogical and a
pastoral point of view, are the many sidebars clarifying difficult concepts and
addressing sensitive issues, such as Paul’s strictures concerning the law in light
of Jewish-Christian relations.”—Brendan Byrne, SJ, University of Divinity,
Melbourne (emeritus)
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Cardinal Albert Vanhoye (SSD, Pontifical Biblical Institute) is rector emeritus of the Pontifical Biblical Institute. He is also a former secretary of the Pontifical Biblical Commission.
Peter S. Williamson (STD, Pontifical Gregorian University) holds the Adam Cardinal Maida
Chair in Sacred Scripture at Sacred Heart Major Seminary.

a ebook available
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Catholic Commentary on Sacred
Scripture New Testament, 17-vol. set

Peter S. Williamson (STD, Pontifical Gregorian
University) holds the Adam Cardinal Maida Chair in
Sacred Scripture at Sacred Heart Major Seminary.

CATHOLIC COMMENTARY ON SACRED SCRIPTURE
Peter S. Williamson and Mary Healy, series editors

Mary Healy (STD, Pontifical Gregorian University)
is professor of Sacred Scripture at Sacred Heart
Major Seminary and a member of the Pontifical
Biblical Commission.

The Catholic Commentary on Sacred Scripture (CCSS) series has been
widely praised by leading Catholic scholars and popular Bible teachers.
Now all seventeen volumes covering the New Testament are available as
a specially priced set. The CCSS offers just the right level of commentary for Catholic students of the Bible, from pastoral ministers to lay
readers to students. Its attractive packaging and accessible writing make
this a set to own—and to read!
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5,342 pp. · paper · $389.95
978-1-5409-6222-5
Commentaries

PRAISE FOR THE CCSS SERIES
“The Catholic Commentary on Sacred Scripture is a landmark achievement in theological interpretation of Scripture
in and for the Church. Everything about it is inviting and edifying. Highly recommended for all!”—Michael J. Gorman,
St. Mary’s Seminary and University, Baltimore
“This series promises to enkindle thoughtful discussion about the implications of the New Testament for lived Christian faith in the Church today. Its accessible format and multi-angled approach offer a model for teaching and ministry.”
—Katherine Hayes, Seminary of the Immaculate Conception
“This series represents a much-needed approach, based on good scholarship but not overloaded with it. The frequent
references to the Catechism of the Catholic Church help us to read Holy Scripture with a vivid sense of the living tradition of
the Church.”—Christoph Cardinal Schönborn, Archbishop of Vienna
“There is a great hunger among Catholic laity for a deeper understanding of the Bible. The Catholic Commentary
on Sacred Scripture fills the need for a more in-depth interpretation of Scripture.”—Gail Buckley, founder and director,
Catholic Scripture Study International (www.cssprogram.net)
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BIBLE AND INTERPRETATION
The World around the Old Testament
The People and Places of the Ancient Near East
Bill T. Arnold and Brent A. Strawn, editors

NOW IN
PAPER

“The best scholars in the modern world illuminate the various peoples in
the ancient world of the Bible in this indispensable resource for students and
teachers.”—William M. Schniedewind, University of California, Los Angeles
“For those interested in gaining a deeper understanding of the Scriptures, The World around the Old Testament is an eminently useful and accessible
resource. The volume features detailed, well-written, and informative articles
on various peoples and places mentioned in the Bible, written by leading
authorities in the field. The careful attention devoted to recent archaeological
excavations and ancient inscriptions is most welcome.”—†Gary N. Knoppers,
University of Notre Dame
“A refreshing contribution to contextualizing the Hebrew Bible within its
ancient Near Eastern and Mediterranean context. The specialists for each area
focus on their particular region while tying it into the larger framework of the
Hebrew Bible.”—Tammi J. Schneider, Claremont Graduate University
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Bill T. Arnold (PhD, Hebrew Union College) is Paul S. Amos Professor of Old Testament
Interpretation at Asbury Theological Seminary.
Brent A. Strawn (PhD, Princeton Theological Seminary) is professor of Old Testament at
Duke Divinity School.

Old Testament
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Numbers
An Exegetical Commentary
R. K. Harrison

BACK IN
PRINT

R. K. Harrison was one of the leading evangelical Old Testament scholars of
the twentieth century. In this volume, he applies his considerable skills to interpreting the fourth book of the Pentateuch. “The book of Numbers is of pivotal
importance for all Old Testament study because it covers the formative period
of Israel’s communal and religious life,” notes Harrison in the introduction.
Based on the Hebrew text, Harrison’s insightful commentary provides a translation for each pericope, in-depth textual notes, explanations, and exposition.
A concise introduction focuses on the place of Numbers in the Pentateuch and
the wider canon, as well as its structure, compilation, authorship, and both
textual and interpretive histories. Exposition sections interact with theological,
archaeological, and historical scholarship. The primary theme of the commentary is that Numbers represents a covenant-renewal document whose historical
narratives graphically describe the Israelites’ experiences and difficulties as
Yahweh’s chosen people.
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R. K. Harrison (1920–1993; PhD, University of London) was professor of Old Testament
at Wycliffe College at the University of Toronto. He was the author of numerous books,
including Introduction to the Old Testament and was general editor of the New International Commentary on the Old Testament series.
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Colossians and Philemon
G. K. Beale
BAKER EXEGETICAL COMMENTARY ON THE NEW TESTAMENT
Robert W. Yarbrough and Joshua W. Jipp, series editors

“As we have come to expect from Beale’s notable scholarship,
this commentary on Colossians and Philemon models how thorough
research, keen attention to Old Testament allusions, and meticulous study
of the Greek text provide a basis for incisive, theologically grounded
preaching and teaching. It should take its place on the shelf of definitive
commentaries on the New Testament that truly help in these tasks.”
—David E. Garland, Truett Theological Seminary, Baylor University
“Beale’s commentary on Colossians and Philemon is everything we
have come to expect from a veteran New Testament scholar. His exegesis
is detailed and rich in insight and theologically profound, and his
emphasis on the fulfillment of the temple in Colossians is illuminating.
Old Testament allusions are mined, helping readers to see how Colossians and Philemon fit within the entire biblical witness. For pastors,
students, and professors, Beale’s work on these two letters will prove
invaluable in their own research and study.”—Thomas R. Schreiner,
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary
“Beale is a first-rate New Testament scholar with proven expertise
in the use of the Old Testament in the New Testament and biblical
theology. Hence, it is not surprising that this fresh and readable commentary on Colossians and Philemon is marked not only by impressive erudition and judicious judgment on complex issues but also by
extraordinary theological depth. It breaks new ground, especially in the
area of the biblical and Jewish roots of Paul’s teaching in Colossians.
Highly recommended for scholars and students as well as pastors and
teachers.”—Brian S. Rosner, Ridley College, Australia
“In this commentary, Beale skillfully guides the reader through the
many interpretive issues and uses the relevant historical information to
illuminate the context of Colossians and Philemon. His treatment of the
grammar sheds much light on the meaning of the text. He also provides
helpful insight into the numerous Old Testament allusions in Colossians.
This is an outstanding exegetical commentary that I will gladly recommend to anyone wanting to explore the riches of these two letters.”
—Clinton E. Arnold, Talbot School of Theology, Biola University

G. K. Beale (PhD, University of Cambridge) is
professor of New Testament and biblical theology
and holds the J. Gresham Machen Chair of New
Testament at Westminster Theological Seminary in
Philadelphia. He is coeditor (with D. A. Carson) of
the Commentary on the New Testament Use of the
Old Testament and the author of numerous books,
including A New Testament Biblical Theology:
The Unfolding of the Old Testament in the New,
Handbook on the New Testament Use of the Old
Testament, and commentaries on Revelation and
1 and 2 Thessalonians.
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“Scholars and pastors will benefit immensely from this commentary.
It will undoubtedly be a standard work, both in studies of Colossians
specifically and in Pauline studies more generally.”—Eckhard J. Schnabel,
Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary
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BIBLE AND INTERPRETATION
The Law and the Prophets
A Study in Old Testament Canon Formation
Stephen B. Chapman
This North American edition includes an updated bibliography and a new postscript reflecting on how the study of the Old Testament canon has developed
over the last twenty years.

REVIEWS
“The canon of the Old Testament has become a central issue in contemporary
Old Testament scholarship. . . . [This book] deserves to be a major landmark
within the debate. . . . Chapman illuminatingly analyzes both scholarly debate
and key biblical texts and persuasively contests received wisdom.”—Walter
Moberly, Expository Times
“An important and learned book. . . . [Chapman] succeeds in raising
large questions about many traditional assumptions, and his book deserves
to be widely and carefully read, since it contains many important insights.”
—J. Barton, Journal for the Study of the Old Testament
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“This book should be in all academic theological libraries.”—David W.
Baker, Ashland Theological Journal

368 pp. · paper · $55.00
(maximum discount 40%)
978-1-5409-6048-1
Old Testament,

Stephen B. Chapman (PhD, Yale University) is associate professor of Old Testament at
Duke Divinity School, where he also serves as an affiliate faculty member with the Center
for Jewish Studies and as director of graduate studies for the PhD program in religion.
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1 & 2 Chronicles
Peter J. Leithart
BRAZOS THEOLOGICAL COMMENTARY ON THE BIBLE
R. R. Reno, general editor; †Robert W. Jenson, Robert Louis Wilken, Ephraim Radner, Michael Root,
and George Sumner, series editors

“Leithart has established himself as a sensitive, close reader of the biblical
text, guided by the richness of the Christian theological tradition. This commentary is an adroit and refreshing attempt to weave together these two talents.”
—Gary A. Anderson, University of Notre Dame
“With his customary flair, Leithart opens up both the structure and the
typology of 1 & 2 Chronicles, offering significant assistance to any preacher
who seeks to proclaim the good news from this difficult text. Leithart is
especially illuminating regarding the Chronicler’s theology of music and the
implications of that theology for the practice of worship. By demonstrating the
centrality of worship to the narrative of Chronicles, Leithart also shows the
coherence of the entire narrative. This commentary will be a helpful addition
to the library of any pastor, especially those responsible for the worship life of
their congregations.”—Laura A. Smit, Calvin University
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(maximum discount 40%)
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Peter J. Leithart (PhD, University of Cambridge), a former pastor, is president of Theopolis
Institute in Birmingham, Alabama, and a teacher at Trinity Presbyterian Church. He is the
author of numerous books, a contributing editor for Touchstone, and a regular blogger at
firstthings.com.
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Participating in Christ
Explorations in Paul’s Theology and Spirituality
Michael J. Gorman
“Gorman is one of the leading Paul scholars of our time, committing his
professional career to expounding the significance of union with Christ for both
academic theology and for practical Christianity. In this collection of essays we
find Gorman at his erudite best, combining Pauline themes of participation,
justification, cruciformity, mission, resurrection living, and spirituality with rare
poignancy and power. Few volumes are both informative and spiritually uplifting—this one is!”—Michael F. Bird, Ridley College, Melbourne, Australia
“Participating in Christ demonstrates how Pauline justification/righteousness
is seamlessly interwoven with transformation—indeed, with what later church
theologians shockingly called ‘theosis.’ Gorman offers both careful (and typically
provocative) exegeses of key texts and an exhilarating panorama into which
these close analyses are cunningly fitted.”—Edith M. Humphrey, Pittsburgh
Theological Seminary
“The fruit of a lifetime of study on Paul, Participating in Christ is accessible,
clear, and compelling.”—Ben C. Blackwell, Houston Baptist University
September 2019
Michael J. Gorman (PhD, Princeton Theological Seminary) is the Raymond E. Brown
Professor of Biblical Studies and Theology at St. Mary’s Seminary & University in
Baltimore. He is the author of numerous books, including Scripture and Its Interpretation
and Elements of Biblical Exegesis.

320 pp. · paper · $30.00
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Galatians
A Commentary
Craig S. Keener
“Craig Keener adds to his already impressive output a superb commentary.
All that we have come to expect from a Keener commentary is here in full: a
massive range of primary sources and secondary literature clearly known, absorbed,
and evaluated; a sure and steady guide through the many complexities of the text;
and a clear statement of the position adopted on the key issues with persuasive
reasons at every point. This is a massive achievement from which all students of
Galatians will profit for many years to come.”—Christopher Tuckett, University
of Oxford (emeritus)
“This extensive and sure-footed reading of Galatians excels in its capacity
to place Paul’s letter in its ancient cultural context. Drawing on his encyclopedic
knowledge of Greek, Roman, and Jewish literature, Keener places Paul’s polemics
alongside ancient rhetorical practice and wisely insists that Paul’s situational
remarks on the law in Galatians are neither anti-Jewish nor complete.”—John
Barclay, Durham University
Craig S. Keener (PhD, Duke University) is F. M. and Ada Thompson Professor of Biblical
Studies at Asbury Theological Seminary (www.craigkeener.com). He is the author of
twenty-two books, including a four-volume commentary on Acts and commentaries on
Matthew, John, Romans, 1–2 Corinthians, and Revelation.
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BIBLE AND INTERPRETATION
Exegetical Gems from Biblical Greek
A Refreshing Guide to Grammar and Interpretation
Benjamin L. Merkle
“The book is aptly titled: readers are indeed treated to exegetical gems
from the Greek text. Merkle also provides a concise review of Greek grammar
as he discusses particular biblical texts. This is a most helpful way to keep up
or review one’s Greek and to learn more about the biblical text at the same
time.”—Thomas R. Schreiner, Southern Baptist Theological Seminary
“Merkle is passionate about helping people make progress in their study
of the Greek New Testament, and nothing shows that better than this book.
The author provides a treasure chest for current students, and those who want
to refresh their Greek, by focusing on points of syntax and related issues while
examining sample passages. The discussion is clear and provides solid, even
profound help in Greek to benefit all readers of this work. Highly recommended!”
—S. M. Baugh, Westminster Seminary California
“A very valuable guide for any student learning or relearning Greek.”
—Charles L. Quarles, Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary
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Greek

Benjamin L. Merkle (PhD, Southern Baptist Theological Seminary) is professor of New
Testament and Greek at Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary. He is the coauthor of
Greek for Life: Strategies for Learning, Retaining, and Reviving New Testament Greek and
Going Deeper with New Testament Greek.
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Matthew, Disciple and Scribe
The First Gospel and Its Portrait of Jesus
Patrick Schreiner
“With Schreiner’s Matthew, Disciple and Scribe I have found a new favorite
book on the Gospel of Matthew and a new required course text for my classes
on the Synoptic Gospels. Both old and new insights abound in Schreiner’s
fresh reading of Matthew, setting forth a powerful portrait of Jesus as the wise,
righteous, merciful king; the new Moses, who leads his people to saving freedom through his death; and the one who brings Abraham’s blessing to all the
nations.”—Joshua W. Jipp, Trinity Evangelical Divinity School
“Does Scripture portray how to be a disciple of Jesus and a student-scholar?
By unfolding Matthew’s vision of the discipled scribe, Patrick Schreiner shows
how Jesus and Matthew bring forth gems both ancient and fresh. Come, sit at
the feet of these master teachers.”—Matthew W. Bates, Quincy University;
author of Salvation by Allegiance Alone
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Patrick Schreiner (PhD, Southern Baptist Theological Seminary) is assistant professor of
New Testament language and literature at Western Seminary in Portland, Oregon. He is
the author of The Body of Jesus and The Kingdom of God and the Glory of the Cross.
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Exegetical Gems from Biblical Hebrew
A Refreshing Guide to Grammar and Interpretation
H. H. Hardy II
“Hardy offers the student of Hebrew language an engaging encounter
with thirty grammatical topics that typically appear in the third semester of the
Biblical Hebrew curriculum. He investigates these topics using actual biblical
passages and grammatical discussion so that the student fully understands
and fully engages their exegetical significance. A great companion volume to
the standard grammars, Hardy’s book will serve as a resource for students and
teachers alike.”—Sandra Richter, Westmont College
“This is an ingenious approach to helping students bridge the divide
between abstract grammatical rules and the exegetical aim of biblical language
learning. Hardy covers the full range of traditional grammar topics to illustrate
the grammar’s relevance for biblical exegesis. This text is appropriate both as
a tool to encourage those in the throes of language learning and as a self-help
guide for those wanting to revive their knowledge of Hebrew grammar and
reignite their passion for using Hebrew in biblical interpretation.”—John A.
Cook, Asbury Theological Seminary
H. H. Hardy II (PhD, University of Chicago) is associate professor of Old Testament and
Semitic languages at Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary. He is the author of two
language resources and numerous articles.

Now Available
224 pp. · paper · $19.99
978-0-8010-9876-5

I

Hebrew

a ebook available

Reading Scripture Canonically
Theological Instincts for Old Testament Interpretation
Mark S. Gignilliat
“How might we read the Old Testament canon as Christian Scripture?
This is the driving question of the volume. Gignilliat places critical discussions
within the framework of the Old Testament as an intentionally crafted, living
Word of God and then proposes how Christians might read it with trinitarian
sensibilities. This fresh and thoughtful exploration of what it means to read the
Old Testament canon theologically can enrich current debates.”—M. Daniel
Carroll R. (Rodas), Wheaton College and Graduate School
“Here is an authentic Christian refrain about the Bible, echoing the tradition
but transposed into a twenty-first-century key. Gignilliat does ample justice to
Scripture’s material form and historical situatedness—this is not a screed against
historical criticism—yet he pushes beyond source-oriented considerations and
reconstructions to grapple with the trinitarian witness of the biblical canon,
especially the Old Testament. These are questions that contemporary Christian
biblical scholars usually neglect to pursue. May it be otherwise!”—Stephen B.
Chapman, Duke University
Mark S. Gignilliat (PhD, University of St. Andrews) is professor of divinity at Beeson Divinity School, Samford University, and serves as canon theologian at the Cathedral Church of
the Advent in Birmingham. He has written several books, including A Brief History of Old
Testament Criticism and Karl Barth and the Fifth Gospel.

Now Available
144 pp. · paper · $21.99
978-0-8010-4911-8
Hermeneutics/Exegesis,

I

Old Testament,
Theological Interpretation

a ebook available
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Bible and Interpretation Textbooks

978-1-5409-6094-8 · 560 pp. · $42.00p

978-0-8010-4640-7 · 304 pp. · $24.99p
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978-0-8010-4903-3 · 224 pp. · $22.99p

978-0-8010-9797-3 · 256 pp. · $24.99p

See page 11

Jesus Creed 2017 Book of the Year
One of the Best Books of 2017, Englewood Review of Books

978-0-8010-9839-0 · 464 pp. · $36.99c
(add
eSources
banner)and study aids for students
course
help for professors

978-0-8010-9775-1 · 640 pp. · $49.99c

978-0-8010-4880-7 · 320 pp. · $29.99p

978-0-8010-2711-6 · 336 pp. · $32.99c

978-0-8010-9772-0 · 348 pp. · $30.00p

Christianity Today 2019 Book Award Winner

A Jesus Creed 2017 Old Testament Book of the Year

For the most complete and updated information on these titles, visit www.bakeracademic.com or www.brazospress.com.

978-0-8010-9872-7 · 304 pp. · $27.99p

978-0-8010-4955-2 · 192 pp. · $21.99p

978-1-5409-6041-2 · 224 pp. · $22.99p

978-0-8010-3714-6 · 816 pp. · $49.99c
(add
eSources
banner)and study aids for students
course
help for professors

978-1-5409-6064-1 · 352 pp. · $29.99p

978-0-8010-4888-3 · 336 pp. · $29.99p

978-0-8010-9528-3 · 144 pp. · $17.99p

978-0-8010-3957-7 · 240 pp. · $22.99p
Christianity Today 2017 Book Award Winner

978-1-5409-6021-4 · 384 pp. · $29.99p

Jesus Creed 2017 Commentary of the Year
Outreach 2018 Resource of the Year (Theology)
A Top Five Reference Book for Parish Ministry in 2017,
Academy of Parish Clergy

For the most complete and updated information on these titles, visit www.bakeracademic.com or www.brazospress.com.
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